Abstract

Image processing is the method for processing various kinds of images, processed images can be stored conveniently and transmission of such kind of images from one place to another place becomes easy to the user. By using image compression method we are able to represent the image with lesser number of bits. By using image compression technique we can reduce the bandwidth and the volume of the data to be transmitted. Different types of images can be processed and we can reduce blocking artifacts up to acceptable level. Some standard techniques MPEG and JPEG are used in image processing field. Some other types of images like GIF, JPG and PNG are used. Lossless compression is used for medical image compression because whole information is necessary for analysis, even a single bit loss is not bearable. Lossy image compression technique is used in photographic images because loss of bits is bearable. When we compress any kind of image by lossy type of image compression technique then there will be loss of bits, and when we want to recover such kind of image then we face problem of blurring of images, which is sometimes called as the annoying problem of blocking artifacts. To recover original image back we can use decompression followed by the different filtering methods. We can compare these filtering techniques on the basis of the MATLAB simulation results. Various Parameters can be compared like PSNR, MSE and BER.
Removal of Blocking Artifacts using Various Filtering Techniques
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